Prenatal Diagnosis of Annular Pancreas: Reliability of the Double Bubble Sign with Periduodenal Hyperechogenic Band
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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the power of prenatal 2-D ultrasound examination in the 2nd trimester as a method of choice for accurate diagnosis of annular pancreas. Methods: Co-in- cidence of the double bubble sign (often accompanying gastroduodenal dilatation) together with a hyperechogenic band around the duodenum (corresponding with the tissue of annular pancreas) was used as a diagnostic criterion. Findings from postnatal surgery served for verification. Results: From 7,897 screened pregnancies, annular pancreas was proven in the cases where both signs were present, but never without the hyperechogenic band (N\textsubscript{1} = 3, N\textsubscript{2} = 3, p ≤ 0.05). Sensitivity and specificity were 100%. Conclusions: More multicentric studies are required to test this approach. The following diagnostic strategy is reasonable at the present time: when the double bubble sign is discovered, always suspect annular pancreas and look for the second sign: hyperechogenic bands around the duodenum. Also look for known associated anomalies, and vice versa, if any of associated anomalies are noted, also search specifically for the signs of annular pancreas.

Introduction
The main characteristic feature of annular pancreas (Lat. \textit{pancreas anulare}; \textit{anulus} – a ring, \textit{anularis} – ring shaped) is a band or a ring of pancreatic tissue around the duodenum. This rarely diagnosed congenital disorder results from the pathologically positioned embryonic part of the pancreas [1, 2]. The tissue of annular pancreas usually spans the descending duodenum close to Vater’s papilla, rarely elsewhere [3]. In about a quarter of cases, the duodenum is circled totally, and in about 75% only partially [4]. This condition may be completely asymptomatic and sometimes the diagnosis is made in adulthood or even at the time of necropsy [5]. However, if the pancreatic ring causes a duodenal constriction, clinical symptoms of annular pancreas may appear immediately after birth. Overall, in the neonatal period, annular pancreas causes about 1% of intestinal obstructions, and accounts
for less than 5% of all duodenal obstructions [6, 7]. More importantly, over 40% of annular pancreas cases are associated with life-threatening duodenal atresia or obstruction [5]. Thus, if diagnosed prenatally, it represents an important predictor for gastrointestinal emergencies.

Ultrasound diagnosis of a partial or complete duodenal obstruction is almost exclusively based on detection of the so-called double bubble sign, resulting from simultaneous dilatation of the stomach and the duodenum. Based on all known literature records [8–22], prenatal diagnosis of annular pancreas is usually done in those cases that are accompanied with remarkable duodenal obstruction, i.e. when a well-developed double bubble sign is present. However, a similar characteristic double bubble appearance on ultrasound images may also result from several different pathological conditions, such as intestine duplications, tissue bands, and many other [23] (see table 1). In the very best interest of an unborn patient, it is extremely important to differentiate the cause of duodenal impassability before birth, to determine the prognosis, and to prepare for appropriate treatment modalities in the postnatal period. Thus, another annular pancreas-specific diagnostic marker, in addition to the double bubble sign, would be extremely helpful. Similar to our cases presented below, alongside with the double bubble sign, hyperechogenic bands surrounding the duodenum were also observed in verified cases of annular pancreas by several groups [9, 10, 17, 19, 22]. In further support of these initial and yet statistically nonvalidated findings, we report on 3 new cases of a reliable diagnosis of annular pancreas based on the presence of both signs at the same time. Detailed analysis of a diagnostic value of both signs, either alone or in combination, is provided together with revised and summarized sonographic guidelines and tips for future research.

### Methods

#### Time Period and Population Size

Between August 1999 and July 2007 (8-year period), 7,897 pregnancies were screened in our prenatal ultrasonography unit. There were no selection criteria applied, and all pregnant women referred to our unit were routinely screened for the presence of any fetal anomalies. Special attention was paid to the duodenal region in all cases, and the double bubble sign and hyperechogenic periduodenal bands were specifically looked for. One pregnant woman with a fetus displaying prenatal signs of annular pancreas that was verified postnatally did not agree with publication of her health-related details. Therefore, this case is just mentioned and included in the total count of positive cases, but could not be described in detail as a full-featured case report.

#### Evaluation of Sensitivity, Specificity, and Statistical Significance

The presence of any of the two scored diagnostic signs (double bubble, hyperechogenic bands) was assigned a value 1; the absence was marked as 0. In each group of the fetuses with double bubble (with postnatally proven vs. disproved annular pancreas), all marks for prenatal sonographic findings were added up and the resulting values (theoretically ranging from 0 to 2) were used for statistical analysis. The $H_1$ hypothesis was directional, pre-

---

**Table 1.** Cardinal diagnostic signs of annular pancreas (AP) in sonography and their differential diagnosis [21, 23, 39, 43–52]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key diagnostic signs of AP</th>
<th>Diagnostic value</th>
<th>Differential diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Double bubble sign         | Not pathognomic per se:  
1. AP may or may not cause duodenal obstruction  
2. Many other conditions can cause double bubble | Duodenal atresia  
Various duodenal obstructions:  
– Intrinsic: intraluminal diaphragms/webs, stenosis  
– Extrinsic: pyloric atresia, Ladd’s band, abdominal masses, intestinal malrotation, diaphragmatic hernia  
Duodenal duplication  
Amniotic fold  
Distended esophagus  
Sandal gap  
Upper left abdominal cystic structures: gastric duplication, splenic cyst, renal cyst, pancreatic cyst  
Upper right abdominal cystic structures: choledochal cyst, hepatic cyst, omental cyst/fold, ovarian cyst, renal cyst |
| Hyperechogenic bands around the duodenum | Highly pathognomic, but relatively difficult to see  
In conjunction with the double bubble sign: AP is likely present | Currently unknown |

---
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dicting that the addition of hyperechogenic bands as a second diagnostic criterion will lead to an accurate diagnosis of annular pancreas; the H₀ hypothesis was that there is no discriminatory power of such a diagnostic procedure. Having a very small number of independent unpaired probands, we used both Wilcoxon one-tailed rank-sum test [24] and Peto odds ratio (i.e. the OR corrected for the error caused by zero occurrences of some experimental outcomes in an unmatched case-control study using the null hypothesis) [25]. The diagnostic specificity, i.e. the measure of a power to recognize healthy fetuses as healthy, was calculated according to a conventional formula: \[ \text{SP} = \frac{\text{number of true negatives}}{\text{number of true negatives} + \text{number of false positives}}. \] Sensitivity was defined as \[ \text{SE} = \frac{\text{number of true positives}}{\text{number of true positives} + \text{number of false negatives}}. \]

**Examination Conditions**

Pregnant women from the case report section were examined in the usual horizontal position. Fetal ultrasound examination was performed using USG Aloka 5000 with a convex abdominal probe 3.5–5 MHz (case 1) and an Accuvix QX ultrasound machine by Medison with abdominal 2-D/3-D/4-D probe (case 2). In both cases, favorable fetal orientation resulted in no unwanted anechogenic shadows in the duodenal region, and furthermore, a hydramnion present in both cases has promoted excellent hydroacoustic conditions. Positive findings of diagnostic signs were tested for their time stability by repeated examination, observation from different angles, and by continuous monitoring that lasted a few minutes and encompassed active fetal movements.

**Human Subjects’ Rights and Policies**

This study is based exclusively on diagnostic noninvasive observations and standard healthcare surgery. No experiments on human subjects were involved. All healthcare and data collection procedures were in accordance with the ethical standards of the L. Pasteur University Hospital and complied with applicable state laws and regulations. No private, identification, or otherwise sensitive data or patient photographs are used in this article.

**Results**

Out of 7,897 screened pregnancies, 6 displayed the double bubble sign. Our aim was to identify which of these obstructions are caused by or associated with annular pancreas. In three of the double bubble-positive pregnancies, also hyperechogenic bands around the duodenum were detected, and the diagnosis of annular pancreas was confirmed during postnatal surgery. Conversely, annular pancreas was not found during postnatal examination of any of the children born from pregnancies with the presence of the double bubble sign but no hyperechogenic bands. No false-positive diagnoses were made, and thus the specificity of the used diagnostic criteria for annular pancreas is equal to 100% (Table 2). The diagnostic sensitivity related to identification of annular pancreas among fetuses with a double bubble with or without hyperechogenic bands was also 100%. To our best knowledge, none of the fetuses with negative findings has displayed annular pancreas after birth, but it was not possible to verify this in the entire examined population (most of the pregnant women with negative findings usually do not come back to our prenatal center and deliver elsewhere without further feedback reference). The statistical significance of diagnostic differences between the group with hyperechogenic bands versus the group without them was detected as marginal (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, \( p_0 \leq 0.05 \)). Together with a Peto odds ratio of 28 (95% confidence interval = 1.5 to infinity), our observations clearly support the correlation between the co-occurrence of both prenatal diagnostic signs with a real postnatal presence of annular pancreas.

Details of two true-positive cases are described below; for the 3rd case, we did not obtain consent to publish medical details.

**Case Report 1**

The 1st case was a 26-year-old primigravida with no significant findings in her history. Her triple test was negative – Down syndrome risk 1:980. During the ultrasound examination in the 21st week of pregnancy, the biometric findings corresponded to the gestation age according to the last period as well as to the measurements from a previous ultrasound examination in the 12th week of pregnancy. A normal 3-vessel umbilical cord and hy-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pancreas anulare surgically proven</th>
<th>Double bubble: no Hyperechogenic band: no</th>
<th>Double bubble: yes Hyperechogenic band: no</th>
<th>Double bubble: yes Hyperechogenic band: yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas anulare surgically disproved</td>
<td>no further reference</td>
<td>0 (false negatives)</td>
<td>3 (true positives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fetuses</td>
<td>7,891</td>
<td>3 (true negatives)</td>
<td>0 (false positives)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Distribution of two sonographic signs of annular pancreas in 7,897 fetuses, and a definition of groups with true or false diagnosis for statistical purposes**
Hydramnion were present. The so-called double bubble sign was noticed in the fetal abdomen (fig. 1). In the duodenal region, a hyperechogenic band 360° around the duodenum was observed in multiple viewing planes. A sample of the amniotic fluid was submitted for genetic testing. The karyotype was normal, 46, XX. The child was delivered by standard vaginal delivery in the 39th week of pregnancy. On the 2nd day after the delivery, a laparotomy was performed due to signs of a high gastrointestinal obstruction. A duodenal stenosis by annular pancreas was discovered during the operation. A side-to-side duodenoduodenal anastomosis was performed. The postoperative course was without complications.

**Case Report 2**

A 20-year-old tercigravida was referred for examination by an ultrasound consultant in the 26th week of pregnancy due to a suspected duodenal atresia. Prenatal biochemical testing was not performed. Fetal biometry findings suggested a lag time of 18 days behind the calculation from the last menstruation period. Fetal morphology – except for the double bubble sign – was normal. Hydramnion grade I was present. In the duodenal region, we observed a massive band of hyperechogenic tissue completely (360°) surrounding the middle part of the duodenum (fig. 2). The child was born in the 36th week of pregnancy by vaginal delivery after a premature rupture of membranes. A laparotomy was performed 52 h after delivery due to signs of gastrointestinal obstruction. During the operation, a stenosis was discovered in the distal part of the duodenum and the annular pancreas was located proximally, above the stenotic part. The stenotic intestinal segment was removed and the defect was repaired by end-to-end duodeno-duodenal anastomosis. The postoperative course was without complications. Karyotype examination revealed a normal 46, XY constitution.

**Discussion**

Discovering annular pancreas as a cause of neonatal or pediatric emergency is a rare incident in any physician’s career. With a certain momentum, and with a fairly weak prospectus of acquiring more similar cases for a coherent study, such findings usually become reported as case reports. An inhomogeneous assortment of details was provided in a few known articles of this kind, with a lack of control cases and statistics. Our present study is the first attempt to provide a pilot, small-scale evaluation of the diagnostic usefulness of two known cardinal signs of clinically manifested annular pancreas – the double bubble sign and peripancreatic hyperechogenic bands – for prenatal diagnosis.
Annular Pancreas – A Rare Condition, or Rarely Looked for, or Both?

Most of the cases of annular pancreas are asymptomatic [26, 27], and a systematic screening for this anomaly does not exist in postnatal or prenatal standard practice. Thus, the real incidence of annular pancreas is not known. However, it may be speculated that it is not so important to know the frequency of the defect. Instead, it is extremely important to distinguish cases of intestinal obstruction caused by this disorder in order to plan for appropriate therapeutic interventions after birth. The double bubble sign is a routinely well-known sonographic finding associated with duodenal obstruction of any possible origin. However, from our experience we know that individual practitioners consider the double bubble sign to be a sufficient ‘diagnosis’ on its own and they never subject to or refer such cases for further differential diagnosis. During the past 8 years, not a single case with a double bubble sign was referred to our unit for diagnostic refinement. Consequently, as the duodenal obstruction becomes clinically manifest after birth, the first diagnosis of annular pancreas is not made during the prenatal period. These facts may contribute to underreporting of this condition, especially in the prenatal period.

Unexpectedly High Occurrence of Annular Pancreas in Our Study

In our present study, we report 3 cases of annular pancreas found prenatally within a total of 7,897 pregnancies (i.e. occurrence 1:2,632). This is a noticeable difference in comparison with the literature data (1:12,000 to 1:15,000) [28]. The discrepancy can be explained by the fact that our prenatal unit also serves as a countywide reference center, consulting difficult, chromosomally abnormal, and otherwise suspect cases from the entire region of Eastern Slovakia. Although we did not apply any selection criteria to our proband population, the influx of problematic cases referred to us from other centers inherently creates a bias in comparison to a standard pregnant female population. However, our figures may not be as odd as they appear: the largest ever screening for annular pancreas in an adult population has revealed a frequency of 1:1,995 [4], which is much closer to our observation than to the above-mentioned literature data.

The Nature and Diagnostic Relevance of the Double Bubble Sign

The double bubble sign can be seen on transverse sections of the fetal abdomen. This appearance accompanies duodenal obstruction, and it is the result of a distended stomach in the left abdomen and a distended duodenal bulb in the center of the abdomen, just to the right of the midline [23]. The sign is typically observed in the second trimester, although two groups have described the same findings in the first trimester [29–32]. The word ‘bubble’ has originated from postnatal findings and is actually misleading in the context of prenatal diagnosis; all fetal cavities are in fact filled with fluid, not air. As such, the sonographic appearance of the sign should not change with the probing angle or with the fetal position or movements. Both dilatations are prestenotic. Therefore, communication between the stomach and the duodenum may distinguish duodenal obstructions from other double bubble situations that are caused by dilation of other extraintestinal structures (such as the bile duct, kidneys, etc.; see Table 1 for a complete list and source references). Naturally, these structures do not widely communicate with the foregut lumen. All mentioned criteria were met in our present study, which has significantly contributed to a 100% accuracy of our diagnoses with no false-positive findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Developmental defects that have been found coincident with the diagnosis of annular pancreas [5, 17, 44, 53–62]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hydramnion or polyhydramnion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Down’s syndrome (trisomy 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Intestinal malrotations including midgut malrotation and situs viscerum inversus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lipomyelomeningocele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Communicating bronchopulmonary foregut malformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Dorsal mesodermal sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Cornelia de Lange syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Gallbladder agenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. CHARGE syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Myofibromatosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Esophageal atresia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Imperforate anus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Congenital heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Chromosomal anomalies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Meckel’s diverticulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Polysplenia syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The association strengths and reasons for this co-occurrence are mostly unknown, but it is highly advisable to actively search for annular pancreas in their presence, and analogically, the presence of annular pancreas should be a reason to search for these anomalies.
Hyperechogenic Periduodenal Bands Are Highly Pathognomonic

All 3 of our cases of annular pancreas were reliably diagnosed on the basis of a simultaneous presence of the double bubble sign and hyperechogenic bands. As it can be logically deduced, these bands represent the pancreatic tissue surrounding the duodenum, and there are barely any structures that could imitate it. The remaining question is whether it is possible to diagnose annular pancreas without manifested duodenal obstruction, i.e. based solely on the presence of hyperechogenic pancreatic tissue around the duodenum without the double bubble sign. Knowledge about such a risk factor would be highly beneficial for those children without manifest antenatal duodenal congestion (and from a purely scientific aspect, also for determining the real incidence of annular pancreas). In our experience, this is not possible, because without the gastroduodenal dilation (and often a remarkable hydramnion) the pancreatic ring is very difficult if not impossible to identify among echogenic intestinal loops.

Applicability of a Two-Sign Diagnosis for Prenatal Detection of Annular Pancreas

Nowadays, prenatal diagnosis of annular pancreas is extremely rare – with only a few cases reported [8–22]. However, screening efficacy for this anomaly is usually high due to characteristic findings, well visible even on old equipment of substandard quality. Whereas firm ultrasonographic criteria for annular pancreas cannot be established based on our 3 patients and/or on sporadic literature reports, the co-occurrence of the two typical features – the double bubble sign and hyperechogenic bands – may prove useful for a reliable diagnosis. Based on our observations, and in accordance with studies of others referenced above, a focused examination of the area around the distended gastroduodenum using high-resolution ultrasound equipment is recommended in all cases of suspected or proven duodenal obstruction. Detection of a hyperechogenic circular band, complete or incomplete, usually located around the distal part of the duodenum, appears to be a good marker for the diagnosis of annular pancreas. It is highly desirable to increase the number of documented case studies to confirm this relationship. It is equally important to recognize any unrelated causes of duodenal obstruction or nonobstructive causes of the double bubble sign to avoid misdiagnosis (see table 1 for the list of related sonographic features and references).

In addition, since annular pancreas may be associated with multiple severe developmental defects, it is important to actively search for its presence when some of the usual associated anomalies are detected (such as Down’s syndrome or (poly)hydramnion; see table 3 for details and references). And vice versa, for a good quality of prenatal diagnosis, the finding of annular pancreas should be a reason to search for additional developmental anomalies.

Future Research Directions

Conversely to ultrasonography, early genetic prediction of annular pancreas based on amniocentesis, CVS, or preimplantation testing [33] is currently not feasible due to a lack of specific genetic markers. However, annular pancreas appears to have an autosomal dominant inheritance in many cases [23], and several genetic regulation circuits have been recently identified in pancreatic development and/or in experimental induction of annular pancreas, including the key players such as FGF, TGF-β/BMP or Sonic hedgehog growth factors [34–37]. This brings a new promising dimension into prenatal research on pancreatic anomalies and their laboratory diagnostics, though the practical outcomes seem to be quite remote at the present time. Keeping in mind that radiological imaging methods for pancreas [38–42] will most likely remain problematic during prenatal development, improvements in sonographic diagnosis represent the most rational research direction with an immediate impact on clinical practice. Timely and accurate prenatal diagnosis of annular pancreas helps neonatologists with their diagnostic management, and surgeons can search for known associated anomalies and plan ahead for an appropriate timing of the operative treatment [17, 18].
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